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ABSTRACT 
 
 This study focuses on analyzing maximum optical nodes in ring and tree topology that can be implemented 
in optical network and determining the power output of each optical node. Differences of sensitivity leads to 
variation of maximum optical nodes. By increasing the dynamic range in the network, the optical nodes that can 
be achieved could also be increased. To study the maximum optical nodes that can be achieved, the coupling 
value at the ring path will be varied accordingly to obtain equal power output where the output power of each 
node is the optimum value achieved in the network.  
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Introduction 
 
 Device malfunction, cable break and cable crack are the most factors contributed to the signal degradation 
in customer access network. Instead of blocking the signal transmitted this also cause hazardous. The laser beam 
emitted from the cable break is possible to burn the eye’s retina after exposed directly (Ab-Rahman et al., 
2009a; Ab-Rahman et al., 2011c). Therefore survivability in FTTH network is an important issue. It has been 
discussed in optical network by earlier studies. When a network transfers more data, the total interruptions due 
to network failure or attack become important issue for consideration (Rejeb, et al., 2010). Therefore, many 
authors proposed the technique and method to give the protection and restoration of the fiber region area 
especially scattered placement to become a good signal transfer without failure. Most of the proposal chooses 
the alternative path line to carry the optical signal when the failure is occur in the other line (Han et al., 2007). 
Two major fibers are placed on two lines which are located in the tree and ring network. Every linear path (tree 
lines) and the working lines would be duplicated with the protection line. Protection line will be used in the 
event of any failure at the working line. In some references, ring line is also equipped with two lines for each 
optical node that is working line and protection line. In our point of view tree-ring combination protection 
scheme solution of the optical signal will have four alternative routes that have been chosen to carry out the 
optical signals to transfer to each receiver. Elliot wave (Prechter (1994), explained about zigzag theory that is 
being used for mechanism protection with various fall-outs (multi drop) by connecting every working and 
protection line in CAPU (Customer Access Protection Unit) the authors group designed. According to Aziz et 
al., 2009b, CAPU is a protection against fiber fault in fiber line that will also being placed in customer end-user 
in order to perform as the smart restoration if there is uncertainty of fiber cut occurring in distribution region. 
There are two types of designed CAPU. The first is to encounter fault in ordered placement architecture (Ab-
Rahman et al., 2011a; Ab-Rahman et al., 2011b; Aziz et al., 2009a) and the later is discussed in this paper 
which is suitable for scattered placement architecture (Ab-Rahman et al. 2010). This can be implemented by 
installing new control device and replacing optical splitter in FTTH architecture.(Premadi et al., 2010; Ng et al., 
2010) Many researches propose the topology migration as the solution of scattered placement restoration 
scheme (Hossain et al., 2005; Zhao et al., 2005; Yeh and Chi 2008). 
 Therefore in the proposal, the downstream signal will go through the main fiber in a linear path (tree line) 
and the signal goes through an optical splitter, to distribute power into multiple recipients. Hence, under normal 
conditions without failure, the optical signal flows through the working line, but if failure occurs in working 
line, protection line will be activated. Subsequently, the signal enters the optical coupler and a signal in here will 
be divided according to the percentage of 1-n% for the pass signal component; n% is the portion of drop signal 
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component. The drop signal will be dropped directly to the recipient. Thus, the ratio of signal power is already 
small and enough to be accepted by receiver. 

 
Optical Switch Design: 
 
 CAPU-ring 1 structure is designed with 4 alternative security paths to carry the optical signals if fiber fault 
in the fiber line occured. Two main lines proposed in the network structure includes the tree-line and ring-line. 
Both the main lines are combined in the CAPU-Ring 1 as designed. Fig. 4.1 shows network structure for 
scattered placement which also includes components in the network as proposed.  
 Two main fibers are placed on both specified lines which are the tree line and ring line. Each of the path or 
tree-line or working line will be duplicated with protective line. The protection line will be activated if fiber 
fault in the working line occurred. The ring line is accompanied by two other lines for each optical node that are 
the working line and protection line where the protection line will be used when the working line experiences 
fiber fault or line fault. The optical signal will then have four alternative paths that will be chosen to carry the 
signal to each optical receiver. 
 The attenuated signal will go through the main fiber which is the linear path (tree-line) and the signal will 
go through the optical splitter to distribute the power to several recipients. In normal circumtances where no line 
fault occurs, the optical signal will go through working line. However, if some fiber fault or line fault occur in 
the working line, the protection line will be activated. Then, the signal will enter the optical coupler and the 
signal will be separated according to the power percentage that is 1-n% for the pass signal components and n% 
for drop signal component. Drop signal is the signal sent straight away to the recipient. Thus, the small power 
signal ratio is adequate for each particular receiver. Pass-signal is the signal that will be channeled out to the 
consecutive optical nodes. Thus, the output signal from the previous optical node becomes the input signal to the 
next optical node. 
 Drop signal at the optical coupler with n% ratio in the next linear path will enter 2×1 optical switch and sent 
to the receiver through optical circulator. Pass-signal in the linear path will enter 2×2 optical switch as the input 
signal to the consecutive optical node.  
 If both the working line and protection line at the linear path experiences line fault, therefore, the ring line 
will be activated. The signal at the ring line initally will go through main fiber, then, the signal through optical 
coupler will be splitted to two power percentages that are 1-n% (pass-signal) and n% (drop signal) as specified 
at the designated line. The drop signal will enter 2×1 optical switch and optical circulator whereas the pass 
signal will enter 2×2 optical switch. The switch is controlled by ACS and the ACS itself will decide which line 
will be activated. The signal flow from one optical node to the next (for ring path) will be accompanied with 
other two fiber lines. All the optical switched function to deviate the path in the optical network are controlled 
by ACS. 
 According to the security network architecture developed in this study, there are two line terminals that are 
TT(1) and TT(2) used in the OLT for drop signal as shown in Fig.1. Each of TT(1) and TT(2) connect the line at 
the linear path and ring path. At normal circumtances, TT(1) will transmit drop signal through linear line 
whereas TT(2) is static and is not activated and will only be activated if there happens to be any line fault or 
fiber fault at both lines from the linear path.  

 
 
Fig. 1: Overall linear protection network and ring protection network. 
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Fig. 2: Optical switch prototypes. 
 
 To obtain maximum value of optical nodes in this study, parameter extraction method is done. Parameter 
ratio at the optical coupler is extracted using BER analyzer value to get Q factor~6 value. The optimizer will 
seek value ratio at the optical coupler to obtain Q factor~6 at each fixed sensitivity. As the result, the ratio value 
at the optical coupler can be adjusted according to the receiver’s sensitivity. Due to the optical node of more 
than 1, the multiple optimization parameter (MPO) is done. It can be seen that all ratio at optical node coupler 
will be varied accordingly to obtain Q factor~6 according to particular sensitivity (thermal noise). 
 Thus, percentage ratio parameter at the coupler will be determined using appropriate value to obtain results 
from BER analyzer. For splitting ratio value of the coupler at 90%:10% and splitting ratio at 95%:5%, the 
output power at each optical node has been discussed. Thus, coupler ratio should be adjusted to obtain optimum 
output power for all optical nodes.  
 Experiment to obtain maximum optical nodes are conducted for ring protection path only. Overall distance 
fixed for the simulation is 15 km. The sensitivity values utilized to analyze the maximum optical nodes in the 
network is -30 dBm and -35 dBm.  
 Fig. 3 shows percentage of coupler ratio obtained from parameter extraction method to get minimum output 
value of -30 dBm. Fig. 4 shows output power for 8 optical nodes that are the maximum optical nodes that can be 
achieved at sensitivity value of -30 dBm. At this sensitivity level, the output power for each optical node 
obtained is not more than -30 dBm for the 8 optical nodes. The ninth node show deterioted output value and this 
means that for dynamic range of 30 dBm at most eight optical nodes can be placed in the network.  
  

 
 
Fig. 3: Percentage at optical coupler ratio for drop-signal.  
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Fig. 4: Output power (dBm) for nine optical nodes when the value of the coupler ratio is varied. 
 
 Nevertheless, the sensitivity utilized in this study can be increased so that the number of maximum optical 
nodes can be increased accordingly. When the sensitivity increased, therefore, the number of maximum optical 
nodes also can be increased.  
 Sensitivity of -35dBm is used to obtain maximum optical nodes. From the results, the number of maximum 
nodes is added up to ten optical nodes with overall distance of 15 km. Fig. 5 shows percentage of coupler ratio 
to obtain maximum number of nodes at sensitivity of -35 dBm with distance of 15 km by using extraction 
parameter method. Fig. 6 shows output power at each optical node in the network. From the figure shown, 
output power for each optical nodes is obtained at sensitivity level of -35 dBm.  
 

 
 
Fig. 5: Splitting percentage for drop signal at optical coupler for ten optical nodes (maximum nodes obtained). 
 

 
 
Fig. 6: Output Power (dBm) for ten optical nodes for wavelength at 1550nm and 1490 nm. 
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Conclusions: 
 
 In conclusion, the protection design for application of scattered placement (proposal 1) has been developed 
and analyzed using simulation. The design includes optical nodes as additional emelent used to drive protection 
scheme until it can improve three levels of failures in the optical line. The combination of tree topology and ring 
topology is used to design the first proposal. For protection design, there are two optical paths can be used that 
are the linear path and ring path as alternatives path in case fiber fault or line fault happens. Simulation analysis 
for power output at linear protection path shows the value of output power for each node is closed to all other 
optical nodes without considering the node positioning. For linear protection, the signal is separated by optical 
splitter and the signal does not experience power dropping at each optical node. Thus, by adjusting the 
percentage at the coupler, it can be seen that the average output power measured at the receiver part is -28.4206 
dBm. Whereas signal for ring path is optimized using adjustment of drop ratio (n%) and pass ratio (1-n%) at 
optical coupler. It it seen that average optical power output of -23 dBm is obtained. Simulation done on distance 
accessibility can be seen increased linearly with the increment of sensitivity used for linear path and ring path. 
The increased of number of optical nodes (user) is also analyzed through simulation for ring path only. As a 
result, at sensitivity of -35 dBm, the number of optical nodes can be optimized up to ten nodes through 
adjustment on percentage ratio for optical coupler.  
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